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In this paper we study Z = Z-graded Lie algebras A s [ A over ai, ji, j g Z
characteristic 0 field F with dim A F 1 for each i and j, where Z denotes thei, j
integers. We shall assume that A satisfies the following three properties:
Ž . XI A s [ A , Vir, the centerless Virasoro algebra;0 0, iig Z
Ž . w xII A , A s 0, and ad A and ad A act faithfully on they1 , 0 1, 0 y1, 0 1, 0
subspace [ A ;i, 1ig Z
Ž . XIII dim A s dim A s 1, and A is generated by A and A ." 1, 0 0, " 1 " 1, 0 0
The main result of the paper is the classification of these algebras. More
Ž .precisely, A is isomorphic to a simple Block algebra L a which has basis
 Ž . Ž . Ž .44e N i, j g Z = Z _ y1ra, 0 , y2ra, 0 and subject to the bracketi, j
ai q 1 jw xe , e s ei , j k , j iqk , jq lak q 1 l
 4for some suitable constant a g F _ 0, " 1, " 2 , or is isomorphic to a one- or
Ž .  4two-dimensional central extension of L a with a g F _ 0, " 1, " 2 , or A is
Ž . Ž .isomorphic a one-dimensional derivation extension of L "1 and L "2 , or a
Ž .two-dimensional extension of L "1 by a center element and a derivation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is one of several in which the authors are working toward
classifying all Z = Z-graded Lie algebras A s [ A over a field Fi, ji, jg Z
of characteristic 0 with dim A F 1 for each i and j, in the presence ofi, j
appropriate nondegeneracy conditions. Let w be chosen such that Ai, j i, j
Ž .s Fw for all i, j g Z = Z, and for any r g Z we define A s [ Ai, j r i, rig Z
and AX s [ A . In this paper we study one of the cases that arose inr r , iig Z
w xOZ2 , which is the case that A satisfies the following conditions:
Ž . XI A , Vir, the centerless Virasoro algebra;0
Ž . w xII w , w s 0, and ad w and ad w act faithfully on A ;y1, 0 1, 0 y1, 0 1, 0 1
Ž .III dim A s dim A s 1, and A is generated by w ,"1, 0 0, "1 "1, 0
A .0
To state our main theorem, we need to recall some notions and results
ÄŽ .about Block algebras. Consider the Lie algebra L a s [ Fe fori ji, jg Z
a g F with the bracket
ai q 1 jw xe , e s ei , j k , l iqk , jqlak q 1 l
s a il y jk q l y j e . 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .iqk , jql
Ž .It is clear that L a s [ Fe is a subalgebra. If 1ra isi jŽ i, j.g Z=Z _Žy2r a, 0.4
Ž . Ž .an integer, then e is in the center of L a , we denote L a sy1r a, 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .L a rFe , where x s y1ra, 0 . The algebra L a which is simple is calledx
a Block algebra.
w xFrom DZ we can give all one- and two-dimensional central extensions
Ž .  4 Ž .of L a as follows. If a s y1ri , where i g Z _ 0 , then L a has three0 0
types of such extensions:
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .i L a s L a [ Fc,
ai q 1 jw xe , e s e q jd d c ; 1.2Ž .i , j k , l iqk , jql iqk , i jql , 00ak q 1 l
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .ii L a s L a [ Fc,
ai q 1 jw xe , e s ei , j k , l iqk , jqlak q 1 l
q d d a 1 q ai q a j c, 1.3Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk , 2 i jql , 0 1 20
where a , a g F, and not all of them are 0;1 2
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ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .iii L a s L a [ Fc [ Fc ,1 2
ai q 1 jw xe , e s e q jd d ci , j k , l iqk , jql iqk , i jql , 0 10ak q 1 l
q d d a 1 q ai q a j c , 1.4Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk , 2 i jql , 0 1 2 20
where a , a g F, and not all of them are 0.1 2
 4 Ž .If a s y2ri , where i g Z _ 0, " 1 is odd, then L a has one type of1 1
ÃŽ . Ž .such extensions: L a s L a [ Fc,
ai q 1 jw xe , e s e q d d a 1 q ai q a j c,Ž .Ž .i , j k , l iqk , jql iqk , i jql , 0 1 21ak q 1 l
1.5Ž .
where a , a g F, and not all of them are 0.1 2
Ž .For L 1 we have the derivation
D : L 1 “ L 1 , w “ 2 jw , 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j iy1, j
Ž .which leads to the Lie algebra L 1 q FD. Then the derivation defined in
Ž .1.6 can be extended to a derivation of the one-dimensional central
Ž .extension L 1 q Fc, where
i q 1 jw xe , e s e q d d a 1 q i q a j c,Ž .Ž .i , j k , l iqk , jql iqk , y2 jql , 0 1 2k q 1 l
Ž . Ž .by defining D c s 0. We get the Lie algebra L 1 q FD q Fc. For
Ž . Ž . Ž .L y1 similarly we have two extensions L y1 q FD and L y1 q FD q
Fc.
ÄŽ . Ž .It is easy to verify that algebras L "2 , L a with a / "1 or "2, and
Ž . Ž . Ž .the central extensions of L a with a / "1 or "2 defined in 1.2 ] 1.5 ,
Ž . Ž .and the extensions L "1 q FD and L "1 q FD q Fc satisfy the hy-
potheses on A given above. For more details about Block algebras, we
w xrefer the reader to DZ . In the present paper we show that the above
Ž . Ž . Ž .algebras are the only ones satisfying conditions I , II , and III .
We state our result more formally:
THEOREM 1.1. Let A s [ A be a Z = Z-graded Lie algebra withi, ji, jg Z
dim A F 1 for each i and j o¤er a field F of characteristic 0. Suppose Ai, j
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies conditions I , II , and III . Then A is isomorphic to L "2 , L a
 4for some a g F _ "1 " 2 , or a one- or two-dimensional central extension of
Ž . Ž . Ž .L a with a / "1 or "2 defined in 1.2 ] 1.5 , or one of the extensions
Ž . Ž .L "1 q FD and L "1 q FD q Fc.
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In Section 2 we review some results about Virasoro modules that we will
need later, and we also establish some new results. In Section 3 we
determine the structure of AX as AX -modules. Then in Sections 4 and 5"1 0
we give the proof of the above theorem case by case. We first show that
w acts on A trivially, then normalize the basis w to complete the0, 0 0 i, j
proof.
2. SOME BASIC FACTS: OLD AND NEW
Let Vir s [ Fd be the centerless Virasoro algebra with bracketiig Z
w x Ž . q yd ,d s j y i d . It is clear that Vir s [ Fd and Vir si j iqj iiGy1[ Fd are two isomorphic subalgebras of Vir. For any a , b g F, weiiF1
Ž .have the Vir-module V a , b s [ F¤ with the following action:iig Z
d ¤ s k q a q ib ¤ .Ž .i k kqi
Ž .It is well known that V a , b is reducible if and only if one of the
following holds:
Ž .a a g Z and b s 0;
Ž .b a g Z and b s 1.
Ž .The nontrivial irreducible subquotient module of V a , b is denoted by
XŽ . XŽ . XŽ . Ž w x.V a , b . We know that V 0, 0 , V 0, 1 see Z . Now we recall two
well-known results.
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.1 See M1 . Suppose F is algebraically closed. Then any
nontri¤ial irreducible Harish]Chandra module o¤er Vir with multiplicity 1 is
XŽ .isomorphic to V a , b for some suitable a , b g F.
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.2 See K, KS . Suppose F is algebraically closed. Let
V s [ V be an indecomposable Z-graded Vir-module with dim V s 1j jjg Z
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all j g Z. Then V is isomorphic to V a, b , A a , or B b for some
Ž .appropriate a, b g F, where A a s [ F¤ with actionjjg Z
d ¤ s i q j ¤ , j / 0,Ž .i j iqj
2.1Ž .
d ¤ s i 1 q a i q 1 ¤ ,Ž .Ž .i 0 i
Ž .and where B b s [ F¤ with actionjjg Z
d ¤ s j¤ , j / yi ,i j iqj
2.2Ž .
d ¤ s yi 1 q b i q 1 ¤ .Ž .Ž .i yi 0
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We establish now the more general result on Virasoro modules we need
later. We shall not assume that F is algebraically closed, but only that it
has characteristic 0.
THEOREM 2.3. Let V s [ V be a Z-graded Vir-module with dim Vjjg Z
) 1 and dim V F 1 for all j g Z. Suppose there exists a g F such that dj 0
acts on V as the scalar a q j. Then V is isomorphic to one of the following forj
Ž . XŽ . Ž . Xappropriate a , b g F: i V a , b ; ii V [ Fc as direct sum of Vir-mod-0, 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ules; iii A a ; iv B b .
ÄProof. Denote the algebraically closed extension of F by F. Write
sl s Fd q Fd q Fd , which is the three-dimensional simple Lie alge-2 1 0 y1
bra. Consider the F extensions V s F m V, Vir s F m Vir, V s F m V .F F i F i
It is well known that any submodule of a Z-graded module is still Z-graded.
Claim 1. V has no finite dimensional Vir-submodule of dimension
) 1.
Suppose, to the contrary, that U is a finite dimensional Vir-submodule
of V of dimension ) 1. Since each weight space of V with respect to d0
i2is one-dimensional, U is an irreducible sl -module. Thus U s [ V2 iisi1Ž .vector space direct sum , where i ) i and dim U s i y i q 1. We see2 1 2 1
Žthat d V / 0, d V s 0, and d V s 0. It follows that 2 i y1 i i yi q1 i i yi i 21 2 1 1 1 2 1
. w x2 i y 1 d V s d , d V s 0, a contradiction. So Claim 1 holds.1 1 i i yi i yi y1 i1 1 2 2 1 1
This claim implies that if U is a subquotient of V then dim U s 1 or ‘.
Ž .Claim 2. V has no highest or lowest weight vector except the possible
one-dimensional trivial submodule.
Suppose, to the contrary, that V is a highest weight vector space, andi0
V is not a trivial submodule. Let U be the Vir-submodule generated byi0
V . Then U ; [ V and dim U ) 1. Claim 1 ensures dim U s ‘. Ifi iiF i0 0 Ž .we consider U as an sl -module, we have two cases: i U is irreducible;2
Ž .ii U s U [ U , where U is a finite dimensional irreducible sl -module1 2 1 2
Ž .and U is an infinite dimensional irreducible sl -module. In case i , U is2 2
Ž .an irreducible Vir-module, contradicting Theorem 2.1. In case ii , Claim 1
implies that U is not a Vir-module, and Theorem 2.1 yields that U is not1 2
a Vir-module. Thus U is an irreducible Vir-module, contradicting Theo-
rem 2.1. So Claim 2 is true.
We shall determine V case by case.
Case 1. V is irreducible.
XŽ .It follows from Theorem 2.1 that V , V a , b for appropriate a , b g F.
XŽ . Note that a g F. If V , V 0, 0 , we can choose a basis ¤ N i g Z withi
4i / 0 for V such that d ¤ s j¤ with ¤ s 0. There exists c g F so thati j iqj 0
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X 4 Ž . Ž .c¤ g V _ 0 . Then c¤ g V. Thus V , V 0, 0 . If V ‘ V 0, 0 , we can1 i
 4choose a basis ¤ N i g Z for V such thati
d ¤ s j q a q ib ¤ . 2.3Ž . Ž .i j iqj
There exists i so that d ¤ / 0 for all i G i . We may assume that0 "1 i 0
 4c¤ g V, where c g F _ 0 . Definei0
iy1
iw s cd ¤ s c a q b q j q i ¤ , ; i G 0.Ž .Ýiq i 1 i 0 iqi0 0 0
js0
Then w g V for all i G i , and d w g V for all j G y2, i ) i q 2. Usingi 0 j i 0
Ž .2.3 we see that
d w s a q b q i q i y 1 a y b q i q i w ,Ž . Ž .y1 iqi 0 0 iqi y10 0
d w s a q b q i q i y 1 a q b q i q i y 2Ž . Ž .y2 iqi 0 00
= a y 2b q i q i w .Ž .0 iqi y10
It follows that
a q b q i q i y 1 a y b q i q i g F , ; i G 2,Ž . Ž .0 0
aqbqi qiy1 aqbqi qiy2 ay2bqi qi g F , ; i G 2.Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Ž .We can deduce that b b y 1 , y2b b y 1 b y 2 g F. Thus we get
b g F. Therefore if we replace ¤ with c¤ for all i g Z, then ¤ g V andi i i
Ž . XŽ .2.3 still holds. Thus V , V a , b with a , b g F.
Case 2. V is reducible.
From Claims 1 and 2 we know that dim [ V s ‘ s dim [ V .i ii) 0 i- 0
From the structure of V as an sl -module it is clear that there exist2
i , i g Z such that d V / 0 if i G i or i F i . Let U be a proper1 2 "1 i 1 2
submodule of V. Then dim U s 1 or ‘.
Subcase 1. dim U s 1.
Setting U s V , we see that d V s 0. Then VrU is irreducible. Fromi 0 i0 0XŽ .Case 1 we must have VrU , V 0, 0 . If V is not indecomposable, then
X XŽ . Ž .V s V 0, 0 [ V as Vir-modules, which implies that V s V 0, 0 [ V0 0
as Vir-modules. If V is indecomposable, by Theorem 2.2 we have V s
Ž .B b for appropriate b g F. Then by changing the basis we can see that,
Ž .in fact, b g F and V , B b .
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Subcase 2. dim U s ‘.
Ž .It is clear that [ V [ V ; U. Then dim VrU s 1, and VrU si jiG i jF i1 2
V . This implies that d V s 0 and V s U [ V as subspaces. We deduce0 0 i i0 0 XŽ .that U is irreducible. By Case 1 we have U , V 0, 0 . If V is decompos-
XŽ .able, then V s V 0, 0 [ V as submodules. And it follows that V si0XŽ .V 0, 0 [ V as Vir-submodules. If V is indecomposable, then Theoremi0
Ž .2.2 ensures V s A a for an appropriate a g F. And it follows that a g F
Ž .and V s A a .
Ž .For more details about Virasoro algebra and Vir-modules V a , b , we
w xrefer the reader to KR .
Let V s [ V be a Z-graded vector space over F with dim V F 1,i iig Z
and let E be commuting linear operators on V such that E V ; V"1 i j iqj
 4 w xfor any i g 1, y1 and j g Z. From Lemma 1.1 in OZ2 we know that
there exist a g F and ¤ g V for each i such that E E ¤ s E E ¤ si i 1 y1 i y1 1 i
a¤ for any ¤ g V . We call the constant a the ¤alue of V with respect toi i i
E . If the value of V with respect to E is not zero, we call V E -"1 "1 "1
nondegenerate.
w xLEMMA 2.4 OZ1, Proposition 2.1 . Let B s Ý B be a Z-graded Lieig Z i
algebra with B s 0 and dim B s 1 for i / 0, and let B s Fu for i / 0.0 i i i
Let V s Ý V be a Z-graded B-module such that dim V s 1 for all i g Zig Z i i
with the property that V is u -nondegenerate. Then there exists a basis"1
 4 Ž .¤ g V of V and constants c g F such that ad u ¤ s c ¤ for alli i k k i k iqk
w xk, i g Z. Further, B, B is in the kernel of the action of B on V.
w xFrom OZ2, Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 2.3, we can get the following
lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 2.5. a A is nondegenerate with respect to w . Further Ay1 "1, 0 y1
and A ha¤e the same ¤alue with respect to w .1 "1, 0
Ž . X Ž X . Xb For each i g Z, as an A -module note that A , Vir A is isomor-0 0 i
XŽ . XŽ .phic to V a , b , V 0, 0 [ F¤ , where F¤ is the one-dimensional tri¤ial
X Ž . Ž .A -module, A a , or B b for appropriate a , b g F.0
3. THE STRUCTURE OF AX"1
Denote the nontrivial irreducible subquotient of the AX -module AX0 i
by B . Normalize the elements w for all i g Z such thati 0, i
w xw , w s j y i w , ; i , j g Z. 3.1Ž . Ž .0, i 0, j 0, iqj
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It is clear that there exists a constant b g F so that
w xw , w s bw . 3.2Ž .0, 0 1, 0 1, 0
Ž . w w xx UApplying ad w to w , w , w s cw / 0 for some c g F , we0, 0 1, 0 y1, 0 0, 1 0, 1
obtain that
w xw , w s ybw . 3.3Ž .0, 0 y1, 0 y1, 0
Ž .From III we deduce easily that
w xw , w s bi q j w , ; i , j g Z. 3.4Ž . Ž .0, 0 i , j i , j
XŽ . Ž .For i g Z, if B , V 0, 0 , we define f i g Z such that w s 0, ori i, f Ž i.
Ž .w / 0 but is not included in B . Otherwise we define f i s y‘. Fromi, f Ž i. i
X X Ž . Ž .the structure of A -module A we obtain that ib q f i s 0 if f i / y‘.0 i
By Theorem 2.3 we see that, for any i g Z, there exists b g F such thati
XŽ .  Ž .4B , V bi, b and we can choose w for j g Z _ f i such thati i i, j
w xw , w s j q bi q kb w , 3.5Ž . Ž .0, k i , j i i , jqk
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..for all i, j, k g Z with i, j / i, f i and i, j q k / i, f i .
Ž . XŽ . XŽ .For a fixed i , if f i / y‘, we see that B , V bi , 0 , V bi , 1 ,0 0 i 0 00
where bi g Z. Thus we can choose b s 0 or b s 1. In other cases b isi i i0 0 0w xuniquely determined Z .
Next we shall determine b.
PROPOSITION 3.1. We ha¤e b s 0.
Ž .Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that b / 0. From "b q f "1 s 0 if
Ž . Ž .f "1 / y‘ it follows that f "1 / 0.
Ž . Ž .Case 1. f 1 / 1 / f y1 .
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .From II and 3.5 we see that w , w s "b q b w / 0,0, 1 "1, 0 "1 "1, 0
so that
b q b b y b / 0. 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .1 y1
Now we choose w such that"1, 0
w xw , w , w s b q b yb q b w .Ž . Ž .1, 0 y1, 0 0, 1 1 y1 0, 1
Ž .By Lemma 2.4 and II , we can normalize the elements w for all i g Zi, 1
such that
w x w xw , w s y b q b w , w , w s b y b w .Ž . Ž .1, 0 i , 1 1 iq1, 1 y1, 0 i , 1 y1 iy1, 1
3.7Ž .
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Ž .We can normalize the elements w for all i s "1, j g Z with i, j /i, j
Ž Ž .. Ž .i, f i / i, j q 1 by
w xw , w s j q bi q kb w , ; j, k g Z, i s "1 3.8Ž . Ž .0, k i , j i i , jqk
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .with i, j / i, f i / i, k q j .
w x Ž . Ž .We define c by w , w s c w . From II and 3.7 we knowi, j y1, i 1, j i, j 0, iqj
that
c s 0, c s b q b , c s b y b . 3.9Ž .0, 0 1, 0 1 0, 1 y1
Ž . w xA pplying ad w to w , w s c w with i /0 , k y 1 , i 1 , j i , j 0 , iq j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f y1 / 1, j / f 1 / 1, i q k / f y1 , j q k / f 1 , and using 3.8 , we
obtain
i q j y k c wŽ . i , j 0, iqjqk
w xs w , w , w0, k y1, i 1, j
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , w0, k y1, i 1, j y1, i 0, k 1, j
s i y b q kb w , w q w , j q b q kb wŽ . Ž .y1 y1, iqk 1, j y1, i 1 1, jqk
s i y b q kb c q j q b q kb c w ,Ž . Ž .y1 iqk , j 1 i , jqk 0, iqjqk
which leads to the relation
iqjyk c s iybqkb c q jqbqkb c , ; i , j, kgZ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j y1 iqk , j 1 i , jqk
3.10Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with i / f y1 / 1, j / f 1 / 1, i q k / f y1 , j q k / f 1 . Note that
Ž . Ž . Ž .f 1 f y1 / 0. Three special cases of 3.10 which are allowed are
j y k c s yb q kb c q j q b q kb c , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, j y1 k , j 1 0, jqk
i y k c s i y b q kb c q b q kb c , 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , 0 y1 iqk , 0 1 i , k
0 s yb q kb c q b q kb c 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 k , 0 1 0, k
 Ž .4for all i, j, k ) max 0, f "1 . In the remainder of the proof we shall
 Ž .4suppose that i, j, k ) max 0, f "1 if the range of i, j, k is not men-
Ž .tioned. Replacing k by j and i by k in 3.12 gives
k y j c s k y b q j b c q b q j b c . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k , 0 y1 jqk , 0 1 k , j
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Ž . Ž .Combining 3.11 and 3.14 to eliminate c , we obtaink , j
j y k b q j b c y j y k b y kb cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0, j y1 k , 0
s bqj b bqjqkb c y bykb bykyj b c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 0, jqk y1 y1 jqk , 0
Ž .Using 3.13 to modify the above equation yields
j y k b y j q k b b q j b c y b q kb cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y1 1 0, j 1 0, k
s b y j q k b b q j b b q j q kbŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .y1 1 1
y b q j q k b b y kb b y k y j b c , 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y1 y1 0, jqk
 Ž .4 Ž .for all j, k ) max 0, f "1 . By setting j s k in 3.15 we deduce that
b y 2kb b q kb b q k q kbŽ . Ž . Ž .y1 1 1
y b q 2kb b y kb b y k y kb c s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 y1 y1 0, 2 k
i.e.,
2y2b b b q b q 2 kŽ .1 y1 1 y1
2 2 2q b y b q 3b y 3b bk q 2b kc s 0,Ž .1 y1 1 y1 0, 2 k
;k ) max 0, f "1 . 3.16 4Ž . Ž .
If for at least three values of k we have
y2b b b q b q 2 k 2 q b 2 y b 2 q 3b y 3b bk q 2b2 s 0,Ž . Ž .1 y1 1 y1 1 y1 1 y1
then b s 0 and
b b b q b q 2 s 0.Ž .1 y1 1 y1
Ž .From 3.6 we deduce that b s 0 s 2 q b q b , and the conclusion of1 y1
the proposition is true. We may assume for the remainder of the proof
that
y2b b b q b q 2 k 2 q b 2 y b 2 q 3b y 3b bk q 2b2 s 0Ž . Ž .1 y1 1 y1 1 y1 1 y1
for at most two values of k.
Ž .  Ž .4Then from 3.16 there is k ) max 0, f "1 such that c s 0 for all0 0, 2 k
Ž . Ž .k ) k . Using 3.9 in 3.15 with j s 1 and odd k ) 2k , and noting that0 0
c s 0, we obtain that0, kq1
b q kb c s b q b b y b , 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0, k 1 y1
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for all odd k ) 2k . Then if odd j and even k are greater than 2k , using0 0
Ž . Ž .3.17 , from 3.15 we obtain that
j y k b y j q k b b q b b y b b q j q k bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 1 y1 1
s b q b b y b b y j q k b b q j b b q j q kbŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y1 y1 1 1
y b q j q k b b y kb b y k y j b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y1 y1
i.e.,
j y k b y j q k b b q j q k bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y1 1
s b y j q k b b q j b b q j q kbŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .y1 1 1
y b q j q k b b y kb b y k y j b , 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y1 y1
Ž .for all odd j ) 2k and even k ) 2k . So 3.18 holds for all j, k g Z.0 0
Comparing the coefficients of k1 j0 on both sides we deduce that b s 0.
Ž .Then 3.18 becomes
2 2 2k y j j q k b b s j q k b b yj y k y kj b q b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y1 1 y1 1 y1
2 Ž .i.e., 2k q kj b q b s 0 for all j, k g Z, which is impossible.1 y1
Ž . Ž .Case 2. f 1 / y1 / f y1 .
This follows by applying Case 1 to the algebra A with gradation
A s [ A , where A s A .i, j i, j i, yji, jg Z
Ž . Ž .Case 3. Either f 1 s 1 or f y1 s 1.
Ž . Ž .The cases f y1 s 1 and f 1 s 1 are identical, so we shall consider
Ž .only the case f 1 s 1.
Ž . w x Ž .Since II gives w , w / 0, from f 1 s 1 and Theorem 2.3 we0, 1 1, 0
X Ž .know that A , B b for appropriate b g F. We can choose w so that1 1, i
w xw , w s j y 1 w , j / 1 y i ,Ž .0, i 1, j 1, iqj
3.19Ž .
w xw , w s yi 1 q b i q 1 w ,Ž .Ž .0, i 1, 1yi 1, 1
Ž .If f y1 s 1, similarly we can choose w so thaty1, j
w xw , w s j q 1 w , j / 1 y i ,Ž .0, i y1, j y1, iqj
3.20Ž .
Xw xw , w s yi 1 q b i q 1 w ,Ž .Ž .0, i y1, 1yi y1, 1
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X Ž . Ž . w xfor appropriate b g F. Equations 3.19 and 3.20 tell us that w , w0, 1 1, 1
w x w xs 0 and w , w s 0, so that w , w s 0. Because0, 1 y1, y1 1, 1 y1, y1
w x  4 w w xxw , w g Fw _ 0 , we have w , w , w / 0. Buty1, 0 1, 1 0, 1 0, y1 y1, 0 1, 1
w w xx ww x x w w xxw , w , w s w , w , w q w , w , w s 0.0, y1 y1, 0 1, 1 0, y1 y1, 0 1, 1 y1, 0 0, y1 1, 1
Ž . Ž .This contradiction ensures f y1 / y1. We now know that f "1 / y1.
Using Case 2 we see that b s 0. This completes the proof of this proposi-
tion.
Ž .From this proposition we see that f i s 0 or y‘ for any i g Z.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. a If f "1 s y‘, we can choose b g F and"1
w for all j g Z so that b q b q 2 s 0, and"1, j 1 y1
w xw , w s j q kb w , ; j, k g Z.Ž .0, k "1, j "1 "1, jqk
Ž . Ž .b If f 1 s 0, we can choose w for all j g Z so that"1, j
w xw , w s j q b k w , ; j, k g Z,Ž .0, k y1, j y1 y1, jqk
and one of the following holds:
Ž .b1 b s 1, b s y3, and1 y1
w xw , w s j q k w , ; j, k g Z;Ž .0, k 1, j 1, jqk
Ž .b2 b s 0, b s y2, and1 y1
w xw , w s jw , ; j, k g Z with j j q k / 0,Ž .0, k 1, j 1, jqk
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s y2kw , ;k g Z.0, k 1, yk 0, k 1, 0 1, k
Ž . Ž .c If f y1 s 0, we can choose w for all j g Z so that"1, j
w xw , w s j q b k w , ; j, k g Z,Ž .0, k 1, j 1 1, jqk
and one of the following holds:
Ž .c1 b s y3, b s 1, and1 y1
w xw , w s j q k w , ; j, k g Z;Ž .0, k y1, j y1, jqk
Ž .c2 b s y2, b s 0, and1 y1
w xw , w s jw , ; j, k g Z with j j q k / 0,Ž .0, k y1, j y1, jqk
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s y2kw , ;k g Z.0, k y1, yk 0, k y1, 0 y1, k
Ž . Ž .Proof. a Suppose f b q 1 s y‘. Then, using the part of the argu-
Ž .ment in the proof of Proposition 3.1 which starts with 3.15 , and setting
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Ž .b s 0, we easily deduce that b q b q 2 s 0. And 3.5 with b s 01 y1
Ž .implies the relation in a .
Ž . Ž .b Suppose f 1 s 0. We can choose a g F and w for all j g Z1, j
satisfying 1 q 2a / 0 and
w xw , w s k q j w , ; j, k g Z with j / 0,Ž .0, k 1, j 1, jqk
3.21Ž .
w xw , w s k 1 q a k q 1 w , ;k g Z.Ž .Ž .0, k 1, 0 1, k
Here we have set b s 1.1
Ž .Claim 1. f y1 s y‘.
Ž . XSuppose f y1 s 0. Then we can find a g F and w for all j g Zy1, j
satisfying 1 q 2a X / 0 and
w xw , w s k q j w , ; j, k g Z with j / 0,Ž .0, k y1, j y1, jqk
3.22Ž .
Xw xw , w s k 1 q a k q 1 w , ;k g Z.Ž .Ž .0, k y1, 0 y1, k
w x w w xx Ž . Ž .If w , w / 0, then w , w , w / 0. By 3.21 and 3.22 we1, 1 y1, 1 0, y1 1, 1 y1, 1
w w xxknow that w , w , w s 0. This contradiction implies that we0, y1 1, 1 y1, 1
w xmust have w , w s 0. We can deduce inductively that1, 1 y1, 1
w xw , w s 0, i G 1, j G 1.1, i y1, j
Ž . w x w xApplying ad w to w , w s 0 gives w , w s 0. We apply0, y2 y1, 3 1, 1 y1, 3 1, y1
Ž . w x w xad w to w , w / 0 to give w , w / 0. We see that0, y1 y1, 1 1, 0 y1, 1 1, y1
w w xx w w xxw , w , w / 0. On the other hand, w , w , w s0, 2 y1, 1 1, y1 0, 2 y1, 1 1, y1
ww x x w w xxw , w , w q w , w , w s 0. This contradiction shows0, 2 y1, 1 1, y1 y1, 1 0, 2 1, y1
Ž .that f y1 s 0, verifying Claim 1.
It follows from Claim 1 that b / 0 or 1. Fix w such thaty1 y1, 0
w xw , w , w s b 1 q 2a w . 3.23Ž . Ž .1, 0 y1, 0 0, 1 y1 0, 1
By Claim 1 we can choose w so thaty1, j
w xw , w s j q b k w , ; j, k g Z. 3.24Ž . Ž .0, k y1, j y1 y1, jqk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 3.22 , 3.23 , and 3.24 , Lemma 2.5 a tells us that
w xw , w s yb w ,y1 , 0 1, 1 y1 y1, 1
3.25Ž .
w xw , w s 1 q 2a w .Ž .y1 , 1 1, 0 0, 1
w x Ž . Ž .We define c by w , w s c w . From II and 3.25 we knowi, j y1, i 1, j i, j 0, iqj
that
c s 0, c s 1 q 2a , c s yb . 3.26Ž .0, 0 1, 0 0, 1 y1
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Ž . w x Ž . Ž .Applying ad w to w , w s c w and using 3.21 and 3.24 ,0, k y1, i 1, j i, j 0, iqj
we deduce
w xi q j y k c w s w , w , wŽ . i , j 0, iqjqk 0, k y1, i 1, j
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , w0, k y1, i 1, j y1, i 0, k 1, j
to get the relations
i q j y k c s i q kb c q j q kb c , j / 0, 3.27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j y1 iqk , j 1 i , jqk
and
i y k c s i q kb c q k 1 q a k q 1 c , ; i , k g Z.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i , 0 y1 iqk , 0 i , k
3.28Ž .
Setting i s 0 in the above two equations yields
j y k c s kb c q j q kb c , j / 0, 3.29Ž . Ž . Ž .0, j y1 k , j 1 0, jqk
0 s kb c q k 1 q a k q 1 c . 3.30Ž . Ž .Ž .y1 k , 0 0, k
Ž .Replacing k by j and i by k in 3.28 gives
k y j c s k q j b c q j 1 q a j q 1 c . 3.31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k , 0 y1 jqk , 0 k , j
Ž . Ž .Combining 3.29 and 3.31 to eliminate c , we obtaink , j
j y k j 1 q a j q 1 c q j y k kb cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0, j y1 k , 0
s j 1 q a j q 1 j q kb c q kb yk y j b c .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 0, jqk y1 y1 jqk , 0
Ž .Using 3.30 to modify the above equation yields
j y k j 1 q a j q 1 c y k 1 q a k q 1 cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0, j 0, k
s j 1qa jq1 jqkb qk 1qa kqjq1 kqj b c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 y1 0, jqk
3.32Ž .
Ž .for all j, k. By setting j s k in 3.32 we deduce that
2k 2 1 q a k q 1 q 1 q a 2k q 1 1 q b c s 0. 3.33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . y1 0, 2 k
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .If 2 1 q a k q 1 q 1 q a 2k q 1 1 q b s 0 for more than one k,y1
Ž . Ž .Ž .we deduce that a 2 q b s 0 and 1 q a 3 q b s 0. So a s 0 andy1 y1
Ž .b s y3, or a s y1 and b s y2. The first case is b1 . We nowy1 y1
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consider the case where a s y1 and b s y2. If we replace w withy1 1, j
Ž .jw for j / 0, and w with 1r2 w , we see that1, j 1, 0 1, 0
w xw , w s jw , ; j, k g Z with j j q k / 0,Ž .0, k 1, j 1, jqk
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s y2kw , ;k g Z.0, k 1, yk 0, k 1, 0 1, k
Ž .This is b2 .
Ž .If the coefficient of c in 3.33 is not identically equal to 0, there is0, 2 k
Ž . Ž .k ) 0 such that c s 0 for all k ) k . Using 3.26 in 3.32 with j s 10 0, 2 k 0
and odd k ) 2k , and noting that c s 0, we obtain that0 0, kq1
k 1 q a k q 1 c s y 1 q 2a b , 3.34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0, k y1
for all odd k ) 2k . Then if odd j and even k are greater than 2k , using0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.26 and 3.34 we obtain from 3.32 that
y j y k j q k b 1 q 2a 1 q a j q k q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y1
s yb 1 q 2a j 1 q a j q 1 j q kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .y1
qk 1 q a j q k q 1 k q j b ,Ž . Ž .Ž . y1
i.e.,
j j q k ka s k 1 q a j q k q 1 2k q j b q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .y1
Since this is a polynomial, this equation is true for all j, k g Z, which is
impossible.
Ž . Ž .c This case is symmetric to b .
Ž . Ž . Ž . XIn the cases of Proposition 3.2 a , b1 , and c1 , we have A ,"1
Ž . Ž . X Ž .V 0, b ; in the case of Proposition 3.2 b2 , we have A , V 0, b"1 y1 y1
X Ž . Ž . X Ž .and A , A y1 ; in the case of Proposition 3.2 c2 , we have A , V 0, b1 1 1
X Ž .and A , A y1 .y1
From Proposition 3.2 we always have b q b q 2 s 0. Introducing1 y1
a [ 1 q b , we see thaty1
b s y1 y a, b s y1 q a. 3.35Ž .1 y1
We shall divide the proof of Theorem 1.1 into two cases in Sections 4
and 5.
X Ž .4. THE CASE WHERE A , V 0, b"1 "1
Ž . Ž . Ž .In this section we shall consider the cases a , b1 , and c1 of Proposi-
tion 3.2. We have a / "1 and
w xw , w s j y k 1 q a w , ; j, k g Z,Ž .Ž .0, k 1, j 1, jqk
4.1Ž .
w xw , w s j y k 1 y a w , ; j, k g Z.Ž .Ž .0, k y1, j y1, jqk
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Ž . Ž .Note that 4.1 is independent of f "1 . For convenience we define the
X  4 XŽ . XŽ . Ž .function f : Z “ 0, y‘ by f "1 s y‘ and f i s f i for other i. In
this section we shall use f to represent f X. Now we summarize and make
 4some new normalizations on w N i, j g Z :i, j
Ž . Ž .N1 we have fixed w for all j g Z as shown in 3.1 ;0, j
Ž .N2 the elements w are defined so that the relation" 1, 0
w w xx Ž 2 .w , w , w s 1 y a w is satisfied;1, 0 y1, 0 0, 1 0, 1
Ž . Ž .N3 we defined the elements w for all j g Z as shown in 3.7j, 1
with b s 0;
Ž .  4 Ž .N4 we have chosen w N j g Z satisfying 4.1 ;"1, j
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..N5 we normalize other elements w with i, j / i, f i byi, j
w x Ž .w , w s j q kb w for all k g Z.0, k i, j i i, jqk
Claim 1.
ya q 1 iw xw , w s w , ; i , j g Z.y1 , i 1, j 0, iqja q 1 j
w x Ž .Let w , w s c w . N3 tells us thaty1, i 1, j i, j 0, iqj
c s 0, c s y1 y a, c s 1 y a, 4.2Ž .0, 0 1, 0 0, 1
Ž .and 3.10 with b s 0 becomes
i q j y k c s i q kb c q j q kb c , ; i , j, k g Z,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j y1 iqk , j 1 i , jqk
4.3Ž .
Xya q 1 i Ž .It is clear that c s is a solution to 4.3 . Let c s c ya q 1 ji, j i, j i, j
X X X Xya q 1 i Ž .. We see that c satisfies 4.3 and c s c s c s 0. Ita q 1 j i, j 0, 0 1, 0 0, 1
suffices to show that cX s 0 for all i, j g Z. Remember that b b / 0.i, j 1 y1
Ž . XIf i s 0, j s 1, k s y1, 4.3 gives c s 0. Setting i s 1, j s 0,y1, 1
Ž . X Ž .k s y1, 4.3 yields c s 0. Equation 4.3 with i s 0, j s y1, k s 11, y1
X X Ž .implies that c s 0. In this manner, we have c s 0 from 4.3 with0, y1 y1, 0
i s y1, j s 0, k s 1; cX s 0 from i s j s 1, k s y1; cX s 0 from1, 1 y1, y1
i s j s y1, k s 1. Thus we have shown that cX s 0 for y1 F i, j F 1.i, j
By induction on the positive integer K it is not difficult to show that
cX s 0 for yK F i, j F K. Thus Claim 1 has been shown.i, j
We are now ready to use induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .STATEMENT E n . For y1 F i, k F n with y1 F i q k F n, and
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .for j, l g Z with i, j / i, f i , k, l / k, f k , and i q k, j q l /
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Ž Ž ..i q k, f i q k ,
Ž . Ž .E1 we can choose b such that b s y 1 q ia ,i i
ai q 1 jŽ . w xE2 w , w s w .i, j k , l iqk , jqlak q 1 l
Ž .Proof. From Claim 1 we know that Statement E 1 is true. We assume
Ž .that Statement E n holds for some n G 1, and we shall establish State-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ment E n q 1 . Let a g F, where j / f n , i q j / f n q 1 , be definedi, j
w x Ž .by w , w s a w . Then by Statement E n we have1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
w xa w , wi , j y1, 0 nq1, iqj
w xs w , w , wy1 , 0 1, i n , j
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , wy1 , 0 1, i n , j 1, i y1, 0 n , j
w x w xs 1 y a i w , w q j w , wŽ .  40, i n , j 1, i ny1, j
s 1 y a i j y i y nia q j aj q j y i q ia y ina wŽ . Ž . Ž . n , iqj
s 1 y a i q j j y i y nia q aj w .Ž . Ž . Ž . n , iqj
For j s 1 y i, we obtain that there exists a constant a g F such that
Ž .w Ž .x Ž .1 y a 1 y 2 i q a y ai n q 1 s a a for i g Z with f n / 1 y i /i, 1yi
Ž . Ž .f n y 1 . Since a s 1 q a / 0 by 3.7 , we deduce that a s 1 y a and0, 1
a s 1 y 2 i q a y ai n q 1 , ; i g Z, 4.4Ž . Ž .i , 1yi
Ž . Ž .with f n / 1 y i / f n y 1 .
Ž . w xFirst let us prove E1 . Applying ad w to w , w s a w and0, k 1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
letting b s b , we getnq1
w x w xi y k 1 q a w , w q j y k 1 q na w , wŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, iqk n , j 1, i n , jqk
s a i q j q kb w ,Ž .i , j nq1, iqjqk
i.e.,
i y k 1 q a a q j y k 1 q na a s i q j q kb a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .iqk , j i , jqk i , j
4.5Ž .
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Ž .Ž .Ž .for all i, j, k g Z with j j q k i q j i q j q k / 0. Setting k s 1 y i y j
Ž .in 4.5 , we obtain
i q j q 1 y i y j b aŽ .Ž . i , j
s iy 1yiyj 1qa a q jy 1yiyj 1qna a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1y j , j i , 1yi
4.6Ž .
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .for all i, j g Z with j 1 y i i q j / 0. Applying 4.6 to 4.5 , then
Ž .applying 4.4 to the resulting equation we get
i q j y i q j y 1 bŽ .Ž .
? i y k 1 q aŽ . Ž .
? i q k q i q j q k y 1 1 q a j n q 1 a q 2 y na y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
q j q i q j q k y 1 1 q naŽ . Ž .Ž .
? 1 q a y i q k n q 1 a q 2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
q j y k 1 q na i q i q j q k y 1 1 q aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
? j q k n q 1 a q 2 y na y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
q j q k q i q j q k y 1 1 q naŽ . Ž .Ž .
? 1 q a y i n q 1 a q 2Ž . 4Ž .Ž .
s i q j q k y i q j q k y 1 b i q j q kbŽ . Ž .Ž .
? i q i q j y 1 1 q a j n q 1 a q 2 y na y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
q j q i q j y 1 1 q na 1 q a y i n q 1 a q 2 , 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .if j 1 y i k q j 1 y i y k i q j i q j q k / 0. These restrictions are
Ž . Ž . Ž .implied by the restrictions of Eqs. 4.4 and 4.6 . But since 4.7 is a
Ž .polynomial equation, in fact 4.7 holds for all i, j, k g Z. By setting i s 0,
Ž .j s k s 1 in 4.7 , we obtain that
y 1qa 2qa nq1 aq1yna q 2qna y1qay nq1 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
y na 1 q a 2 n q 1 a q 3 y na q 3 q na 1 q aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
y 2 y b 1 q b 1 q a s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
and simplify it to give
1 q a b q 1 q a q na b y 2 y a y na s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Thus b s y 1 q a q na or b s 2 q a q na. The first case is what we are
Ž .trying to show. We suppose b / y 1 q a q na , so that
b s 2 q a q na. 4.8Ž .
Ž .By setting i s 0, k s 1 in 4.7 , we deduce that
j y j y 1 bŽ .Ž .
= y 1 q a 1 q j 1 q a j n q 1 a q 2 y na y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q j q j 1 q na y1 q a y n q 1 aŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q j y 1 y na j 1 q a j q 1 n q 1 a q 2 y na y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
q j q 1 q j 1 q na 1 q aŽ . Ž . 4Ž .
y 1 q j y j b j q b j y 1 1 q a j n q 1 a q 2 y na y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
q j q j y 1 1 q na 1 q a s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Simplifying it yields
j2 1 q a b q 1 q a q naŽ . Ž .
? ybaqb jaqb jnayb naq2 j bybyjnayjay2 j s0, ; jgZ.Ž .
2 ŽŽ . .The coefficient of j is b n q 1 a q 1 s 0, so either b s 0 ornq1 nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .n q 1 a q 1 s 0. If b s 0, 4.8 gives n q 1 a q 1 s y1. Sincenq1
XŽ . XŽ . ŽŽ .V 0, 0 , V 0, 1 , we can alter b so that b s 1 s y n q 1 a qnq1 nq1
. Ž . Ž . Ž .1 . Thus E1 holds. If n q 1 a q 1 s 0, 4.8 gives b s 1. Again usingnq1
XŽ . XŽ .the relation V 0, 0 , V 0, 1 , we can change b so that b s 0 snq1 nq1
ŽŽ . . Ž .y n q 1 a q 1 . Thus E1 is also true in this case. We have shown that
Ž .E1 is always true.
a q 1 i Ž .Claim 2. We have a s for all i, j g Z with j / f n andan q 1 ji, j
Ž .i q j / f n q 1 .
Ž .For any i, j g Z with i q j s 1, our claim follows from 4.4 except for
Ž . Ž . w xa if f n y 1 s 0. Applying ad w to w , w s a w and1, 0 0, k 1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
Ž .using E1 , we obtain that
1 k 1 ka s ai , j iqk , ja n q 1 q 1 i q jŽ . a q 1 i
1 kq a 4.9Ž .i , jqk an q 1 j
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Ž . Ž .for all i, j, k g Z with j / f n / j q k, i q j / f n q 1 / i q j q k. It
a q 1 iŽ . Ž .follows from 3.1 that a s is a solution to 4.9 . It suffices toan q 1 ji, j
Ž .show that 4.9 has only one solution.
Ž .Case 1. f n q 1 s 0.
Ž . ŽŽ . .From f n q 1 s 0 we deduce that b s y n q 1 a q 1 s 0 or 1.nq1
Ž . Ž .If f n s 0, we have b s y na q 1 s 0 or 1, which contradicts b sn nq1
ŽŽ . . Ž .y n q 1 a q 1 s 0 or 1. So f n s y‘. For all i, j g Z with i q j / 0
Ž .or 1, by setting k s 1 y i y j in 4.9 we can uniquely solve for a , excepti, j
Ž .for a and a if f n y 1 s 0, and except for a with i q j s k , where1, j i, 0 i, j 0
k / 0 is the possible integer such that0
1 1 y k0 s 0.
a n q 1 q 1 kŽ . 0
Ž .By taking j s yk to very large in 4.9 , we can solve for a . All a cani, 0 1, j
Ž .be obtained from 4.9 by taking large k s 1 y i. Then a with i q j s ki, j 0
Ž .can be determined by choosing k in 4.9 . Thus Claim 2 holds in this case.
Ž .Case 2. f n s 0.
Ž . Ž .The same argument as in Case 1 shows that f n y 1 f n q 1 / 0.
Ž . Ž .From f n q 1 / 0 we know that a n q 1 q 1 / 0. By setting k s 1 y i
Ž .y j in 4.9 we can uniquely solve a , except for a with j / 0 andi, j 1, j
except for a with i q j s k , where k is the possible integer such thati, j 0 0
1 1 y k0 s 0.
a n q 1 q 1 kŽ . 0
Ž . Ž .By choosing big k s 1 y i in 4.9 we can determine a 1 q j / k .1, j 0
Then a with i q j s k can be determined by choosing suitable k withi, j 0
1 1 y k
j q k / 0Ž . a n q 1 q 1 kŽ .
Ž .in 4.9 . Thus Claim 2 holds in this case.
Ž . Ž .Case 3. f n f n q 1 / 0.
An argument similar to that in Case 1 yields Claim 2 except for a if1, 0
Ž . Ž .f n y 1 s 0. By setting i s 1, j s 0 and choosing large k in 4.9 we can
solve a s yan y 1. This completes the proof of Claim 2.1, 0
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From Claim 2, we know that
a q 1 iw xw , w s w , ; i , j g Z, 4.10Ž .1, i n , j nq1, iqjan q 1 j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with j / f n and i q j / f n q 1 . From 3.8 and E1 , we have
w xw , w s yj n q 1 a q 1 w , ; j, k g Z, 4.11Ž . Ž .Ž .0, j nq1, k nq1, jqk
Ž .with k / f n q 1 / j q k. Next by induction on 0 F k F nr2 we shall
show that
ka q 1 iw xw , w s w , ; i , j g Z, 4.12Ž .k , i nykq1, j nq1, iqja n y k q 1 q 1 jŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .with i / f k , j / f n q 1 y k , and i q j / f n q 1 . We know that
Ž . Ž .4.12 holds for k s 0, 1. Suppose that 2 F k F nr2 and that 4.12 holds0
Ž . Ž .for all k with 0 F k F k y 1. If ij i q j / 0, by using Statement E k0 0
Ž .and 3.1 we have the following calculation:
w xi a q 1 w , wŽ . k , i nyk q1, j0 0
w xs w , w , w1, 0 k y1, i nyk q1, j0 0
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , w1, 0 nyk q1, j k y1, i 1, 0 k y1, i nyk q1, j0 0 0 0
k y 1 a q 1 iŽ .0w x w xs j aq1 w , w q w , wŽ . nyk q2, j k y1, i 1, 0 n , iqj0 0 a nyk q1 q1 jŽ .0
n y k q 2 a q 1 jŽ .0s j a q 1 wŽ . nq1, iqja k y 1 q 1 iŽ .0
k y 1 a q 1 iŽ .0q i q j a q 1 wŽ . Ž . nq1, iqja n y k q 1 q 1 jŽ .0
k a q 1 i0s i a q 1 w .Ž . nq1, iqja n y k q 1 q 1 jŽ .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then 4.12 holds for k s k and all i, j g Z = Z with ij i q j / 0. Now0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we show 4.12 for k s k and i, j s 0, 0 . Certainly we have f n q 1 s0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f k s f n q 1 y k s y‘ if i, j s 0, 0 is allowed in 4.12 . Since0 0
2 F k F nr2, it is clear that0
1 11 1
/ 0 or / 0,ak q 1 y1 a n y k q 1 q 1 y1Ž .0 0
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say,
1 1
/ 0.ak q 1 y10
Using the following computation
1 1 w xw , wk , 0 nyk q1, 00 0ak q 1 y10
w xs w , w , w0, 1 k , y1 nyk q1, 00 0
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , w ,0, 1 nyk q1, 0 k , y1 0, 1 k , y1 nyk q1, 00 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .using 3.1 and using the established case of 4.12 , we deduce that
w x Ž .w , w s 0. Similar arguments will yield 4.12 for k s k , i s 0,k , 0 nyk q1, 0 00 0
Ž .or j s 0, or i q j s 0. Thus 4.12 holds for k s k . This completes the0
Ž .induction and establishes 4.12 .
For a fixed j g Z, suppose there exists i g Z such that0
a q 1 i0
/ 0.
an q 1 j y i0
Ž .Ž .Ž .Choose such an i also satisfying j y i k q i j y i q k / 0. By0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .using 4.12 and 3.1 we deduce that
a q 1 i0 w xw , wy1 , k nq1, jan q 1 j y i0
w xs w , w , wy1 , k 1, i n , jyi0 0
yaq1 k yaq1 kw x w xs w , w q w , w0, i qk n , jyi 1, i ny1, jyi qk0 0 0 0a q 1 i anq1 jyi0 0
a q 1 i ya q 1 k0s ? w ,n , jqka n q 1 q 1 jŽ .an q 1 j y i0
i.e.,
ya q 1 k Xw xw , w s w , ;k , j g Z, 4.12Ž .y1 , k nq1, j n , kqja n q 1 q 1 jŽ .
a q 1 iŽ . Ž .for j / f n q 1 and j q k / f n . Next we suppose that s 0an q 1 j y i
Ž .for all i g Z. It follows that j s 0 and n q 1 a q 2 s 0. So b snq1
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ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž X .y n q 1 a q 1 s 1. This shows that f n q 1 s 0, so 4.12 is true in
Ž . Ž .this case. This completes the proof of E n q 1 . Hence the statement E n
is true for all positive n.
Ž .Similar to Statement E n , for positive integer n we have
XŽ .STATEMENT E n . For yn F i, k F 1 with yn F i q k F 1, and
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .for j, l g Z with i, j / i, f i , k, l / k, f k , and i q k, j q l /
Ž Ž ..i q k, f i q k ,
Ž X. Ž .E1 we can choose b such that b s y 1 q ia ,i i
X ai q 1 jŽ . w xE2 w , w s w .i, j k , l iqk , jqlak q 1 l
Proof. Let A be the Lie algebra A with a different Z = Z-gradation
whose homogeneous spaces are A s A . It is quite clear that A alsoi, j yi, j
X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies conditions I , II , and III , that A s A , and that f i s f yi .i yi
Ž . Ž .Denote w s w , a s ya, and b s b . Then 3.1 and 4.1 becomei, j yi, j i yi
w , w s j y i w , ; i , j g Z,Ž .0, i 0, j 0, iqj
w , w s j y k 1 q a w , ; j, k g Z,Ž .Ž .0, k 1, j 1, jqk 4.13Ž .
w , w s j y k 1 y a w , ; j, k g Z.Ž .Ž .0, k y1, j y1, jqk
XŽ . Ž .Applying Statement E n to A, we get Statement E n .
We are now ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .STATEMENT C n . For i, k G yn with i q k G yn, and for j, l g Z with
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..i, j / i, f i , k, l / k, f k , and i q k, j q l / i q k, f i q k , we
ai q 1 jw xha¤e w , w s w .i, j k , l iqk , jqlak q 1 l
Ž . Ž .Proof. Statement E ensures that C 1 is true. We assume that C n
Ž .holds for some n G 1, and we will establish C n q 1 . In view of Statement
Ž . XŽ . Ž .E n and Statement E n , in order to show Statement C n q 1 , it suffices
to verify that, for any i ) 1,
ai q 1 jw xw , w s w , ; j, l g Z, 4.14Ž .i , j yny1, l iyny1, jqly n q 1 a q 1 lŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .with j / f i , l / f yn y 1 , and j q l / f yn y 1 q i . We shall show
Ž . Ž .4.14 by induction on i G 1. Since 4.14 is true for i s 1, we suppose
i ) 1.
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Case 1. There exists k g Z such that
a q 1 j y k
/ 0.
i y 1 a q 1 kŽ . 0
Ž .We can choose a suitable k for example, very large k such that0 0
a q 1 j y k0
k l q k l q j y k / 0.Ž . Ž .0 0 0 i y 1 a q 1 kŽ . 0
Ž . XŽ .By using Statements E n q 1 and E n q 1 , we deduce
w xw , wi , j yny1, l
y1
a q 1 j y k0 w xs w , w , w1, jyk iy1, k yny1, l0 0i y 1 a q 1 kŽ . 0
y1
a q 1 j y k0 w xs w , w , w 1, jyk yny1, l iy1, k0 0i y 1 a q 1 kŽ . 0
w xq w , w , w 41, jyk iy1, k yny1, l0 0
y1
a q 1 j y k0s
i y 1 a q 1 kŽ . 0
a q 1 j y k0 w x? w , wyn , jqlyk iy1, k 0½ yn y 1 a q 1 lŽ .
a i y 1 q 1 j y kŽ . 0 w xq w , w1, jyk ynqiy2, lqk0 5yn y 1 a q 1 lŽ .
y1
a q 1 j y k0s
i y 1 a q 1 kŽ . 0
yna q 1 l q j y ka q 1 j y k 00
? ?½ i y 1 a q 1 kyn y 1 a q 1 l Ž .Ž . 0
a q 1 j y ka i y 1 q 1 j y kŽ . 00q ? wiyny1, jql5yn q i y 2 a q 1 l q kŽ .yn y 1 a q 1 lŽ . 0
ai q 1 j
s w .iyny1, jqly n q 1 a q 1 lŽ .
Ž .So 4.14 holds in this case.
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Case 2.
a q 1 j y k
s 0 for all k g Z.
i y 1 a q 1 kŽ .
Ž .We deduce that j s 0 and yia y 1 s 1. It follows that f i s 0. By
Ž .Case 1 we see that 4.14 is true.
Ž . Ž .Thus 4.14 holds. Therefore Statement C n is true for all positive
integers n.
Ž .We have proved that a " 1 / 0, b s y ia y 1 , andi
ai q 1 jw xw , w s w , 4.15Ž .i , j k , l iqk , jqlak q 1 l
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Žfor all i, j, k, l g Z with i, j / i, f i , k, l / k, f k , and i q k,
. Ž Ž .. Ž .j q l / i q k, f i q k . It is clear that f i s 0 if and only if b si
Ž .y ia q 1 s 0 or 1. We see that there is at most one i such that b s 0,i
and there is at most one i such that b s 1. We also know that b / 0.i "1
We shall consider several cases to conclude the proof.
Case 1. b / 0 or 1 for all i g Z.i
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .It follows from 4.15 that A , L a , L a .
Case 2. b s 1.1
Ž .It follows that a s y2, and b / 0 or 1 for all i / 1. From 4.15 we seei
ÄŽ .that A , L y2 .
Case 3. b s 1.y1
Ž .It follows that a s 2, and b / 0 or 1 for all i / y1. From 4.15 we seei
ÄŽ .that A , L 2 .
 4Case 4. b s 0 for one i g Z _ 0, " 1 .i 00
It is easy to get a s y1ri and b s 1.0 2 i0
Subcase 1. w s 0 s w .i , 0 2 i , 00 0
Ž . Ž .It follows from 4.15 that A , L a .
Subcase 2. w / 0 and w s 0.i , 0 2 i , 00 0
Ž . Ž .From condition III we see there exist i , j g Z with i , j ,1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 w xi y i , yj f i , 0 , 2 i , 0 such that w , w s bw / 0.0 1 1 0 0 i , j i yi , yj i , 01 1 0 1 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then for all i, j g Z with i q i, j q j , i q i y i , j y j f i , 0 ,1 1 0 1 1 0
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Ž .42 i , 0 , we have0
w xw , bw s w , w , wi , j i , 0 i , j i , j i yi , yj0 1 1 0 1 1
a i q i q 1 j q jŽ .ai q 1 j 1 1s ?ai q 1 jž a i y i q 1 yjŽ .1 1 0 1 1
ai q 1 j ai q 1 j1 1q ? w s 0.iq i , j0a i y i q 1 yj /Ž .a i y i q i q 1 j y jŽ . 0 1 10 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4Since w with i q i, j q j , i q i y i , j y j g i , 0 , 2 i , 0 can bei, j 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
obtained from brackets of other elements, then w is in the center of A.i , 00
Ž . Ž .Thus A is a one-dimensional central extension of L a defined in 1.2 .
Subcase 3. w s 0 and w / 0.i , 0 2 i , 00 0
Using an argument identical to that in Subcase 1, we can deduce that A
Ž . Ž .is a one-dimensional central extension of L a defined in 1.3 .
Subcase 4. w / 0 / w .i , 0 2 i , 00 0
Again the argument in Subcase 1 can be modified to show that A is a
Ž . Ž .two-dimensional central extension of L a defined in 1.4 .
 4Case 5. b s 1 for one i g 1 q 2Z _ 0, " 1 .i 01
Ž .We can deduce that a s y2ri and f i / 0 or 1 for i / i . As in the1 1
argument in Subcase 1, we can deduce that A is the one-dimensional
Ž . Ž .central extension of L a defined in 1.5 .
X Ž .This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 when A , V 0, b ."1 "1
X Ž .5. THE CASES WHERE A , A y1"1
Ž . X Ž .First we consider the case in Proposition 3.2 b2 , where A , A y1 ,1
b s 0, b s y2, and a s y1. The proof for this case is similar to the1 y1
proof in Section 4, but requires several modifications. Actually we want to
normalize w so thati, j
1 y i jw xw , w s w 5.1Ž .i , j k , l iqk , jql1 y k l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4for i, j , k, l , i q k, j q l f 1, 0 , 2, 0 , and
w x w xw , w s 2 jw , w , w s 0, ; i , j g Z. 5.2Ž .1, 0 i , j 1qi , j i , j 1yi , yj
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We summarize and make some new normalizations on w N i, j g Z withi, j
Ž . Ž Ž ..4i, j / i, f i :
Ž . Ž .N1 we have fixed w for all j g Z as shown in 3.1 ;0, j
Ž .N2 the elements w are defined so that the relation" 1, 0
w w xxw , w , w s 4w is satisfied;1, 0 y1, 0 0, 1 0, 1
Ž . w xN3 we defined the elements w for all j g Z by w , w sj, 1 1, 0 j, 1
2w ;1q j, 1
Ž .  4N4 we have chosen w N j g Z satisfying"1, j
w xw , w s j y 2k w , ; j, k g Z,Ž .0, k y1, j y1, jqk
w xw , w s jw , ; j, k g Z with j j q k / 0,Ž .0, k 1, j 1, jqk 5.3Ž .
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s y2kw , ;k g Z;0, k 1, yk 0, k 1, 0 1, k
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..N5 we normalize the remaining elements w with i, j / i, f ii, j
w x Ž .by w , w s j q kb w for all k g Z.0, k i, j i i, jqk
Ž .From N3 and Lemma 2.4 we see that
w xw , w s 2w . 5.4Ž .y1 , 0 j , 1 jy1, 1
Claim 1.
ya q 1 iw xw , w s w s 2 jw , ; i , j g Zy1 , i 1, j 0, iqj 0, iqja q 1 j
w xwith j / 0, and w , w s y2 iw for all i g Z.y1, i 1, 0 0, i
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .Let w , w s c w . Equations 5.3 and 5.4 and N3 tell usy1, i 1, j i, j 0, iqj
that
c s 0, c s y2, c s 2. 5.5Ž .0, 0 1, 0 0, 1
Ž . w x Ž .Applying ad w to w , w s c w and using 5.3 yields0, k y1, i 1, j i, j 0, iqj
iqjyk c s iy2k c q jc , ; i , j, kgZ with j jqk /0,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j iqk , j i , jqk
5.6Ž .
i y k c s i y 2k c y 2kc , ; i , k g Z, 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž .i , 0 iqk , 0 i , k
i q 2 j c s i q 2 j c , ; j g Z with j / 0. 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j iyj , j
Ž . Ž .If we set j s 1 in 5.8 and use 5.5 , we get c s 2 for all i G 0.i, 1
Ž .Combining this with 5.6 when j s 1 gives c s 2k for all i G 0 andi, k
Ž .k ) 0, and applying this to 5.8 yields c s 2k for all i G y2k andi, k
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Ž .k ) 0. If we combine this with 5.6 , we obtain c s 2k for all k ) 0.i, k
Ž .Substituting this equation in 5.6 again, we get c s 2 j for j / 0.i, j
Ž .Applying this to 5.7 gives
i y k c s i y 2k c y 4k 2 , ; i , k g Z.Ž . Ž .i , 0 iqk , 0
Ž .Finally combining this equation with 5.5 yields c s y2 i. Thus Claim 1i, 0
is true.
We are now ready to use induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .STATEMENT E n . For y1 F i, k F n with y1 F i q k F n, and for
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..j, l g Z with i, j / i, f i , k, l / k, f k ,
Ž .E1 we can choose b s i y 1,i
1 y i jŽ . w x Ž . Ž Ž ..E2 w , w s w , if i q k, j q l / i q k, f i q k ,i, j k , l iqk , jql1 y k l
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .E3 w , w s 0 if i q k, j q l s 1, 0 ,i, j k , l
Ž . w xE4 w , w s 2 jw .1, 0 i, j iq1, j
Ž .Proof. From Claim 1 we know that Statement E 1 is true. We assume
Ž .that Statement E n holds for some n G 1, and we shall establish State-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ment E n q 1 . Let a g F, where j / f n , i q j / f n q 1 , be definedi, j
w x Ž .by w , w s a w . Then by Statement E n we have1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
w x w xa w , w s w , w , wi , j y1, 0 nq1, iqj y1, 0 1, i n , j
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , wy1 , 0 1, i n , j 1, i y1, 0 n , j
w x w x2 i w , w q j w , w , if i / 0 40, i n , j 1, i ny1, js ½ w x2 j w , w , if i s 01, 0 ny1, j
2 i q j i n y 1 w , if i / 0Ž . Ž . n , j
s 5.9Ž .2½ 4 j w , if i s 0.n , j
Ž .Let us first consider the case n s 1. Then 5.9 gives
0, if i / 0w xa w , w s 5.10Ž .2i , j y1, 0 2, iqj ½ 4 j w , if i s 0.1, j
Ž . w xFrom the second equation of 5.10 , we see that w , w / 0 fory1, 0 2, j
Ž .j / 0. Applying this to the first equation of 5.10 , we deduce that a s 0i, j
Ž . Ž .for i i q j / 0. Next we shall determine a . Applying ad w to0, j 0, i
w x w w xx w xw , w s a w we get w , w , w s a w , w . The1, 0 n, j 0, j nq1, j 0, i 1, 0 n, j 0, j 0, i nq1, j
left-hand side is equal to ja w , and the right-hand side is equal to0, iqj 2, iqj
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Ž . Ž . Ž .a j q ib w , so we get a r j q ib s a rj for ij i q j / 0.0, j 2 2, iqj 0, iqj 2 0, j
Ž . Ž . ŽSince a s 2 by N3 , we have a s 2 1 q ib . Using a r j q0, 1 0, iq1 2 0, iqj
.ib s a rj again we deduce that b s 1 and a s 2 j for j / 0, or2 0, j 2 0, j
b s 0 and a s 2 for j / 0. For the second case we can renormalize2 0, j
Ž .w so that we still have b s 1 and a s 2 j for j / 0. Thus E2 and2, j 2 0, j
Ž .E4 are true for i s k s 1. Using this and Jacobian identity we can easily
Ž . Ž .get E2 for i s y1 and k s 2. Therefore Statement E 2 holds.
Next we can suppose n G 2.
Ž .For j s 1 y i, we obtain from 5.9 that there exists a nonzero constant
a g F such that
a s n y 1 ia , for i / 0, 1 y i / f n . 5.11Ž . Ž . Ž .i , 1yi
Ž . w xFirst let us prove E1 . Applying ad w to w , w s a w0, k 1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
Ž .Ž . Ž .with ij i q k i q j / 0, we get denote b s bnq1
w x w xi w , w q j y k 1 y n w , wŽ .Ž .1, iqk n , j 1, i n , jqk
s a i q j q kb w ,Ž .i , j nq1, iqjqk
i.e.,
ia q j y k 1 y n a s i q j q kb a , 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk , j i , jqk i , j
Ž .Ž .Ž .for all i, j, k g Z with ij j q k i q j i q j q k / 0. Setting k s 1 y i y j
Ž . Ž .in 5.12 , using 5.11 we obtain
i q j q 1 y i y j b a s ia q j y 1 y i y j 1 y n aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i , j 1yj , j i , 1yi
s a i n y 1 i q j q 1 y i y j n , 5.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .for all i, j g Z with ij i q k 1 y i i q j / 0. Applying 5.13 to 5.12 we
get
i q j y i q j y 1 b i i q k n y 1 i q j q k q 1 y i y j y k nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q j y k yn q 1 i n y 1 i q j q k q 1 y i y j y k nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
y i q j q k y i q j q k y 1 b i q j q kbŽ . Ž .Ž .
? i n y 1 i q j q 1 y i y j n s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .if ij 1 y i k q j 1 y i y k i q j i q j q k / 0. Simplifying this equa-
tion gives
yik n y 1 yn q b ib n q b jn y b nŽ . Ž . Ž
yb i y b j y in y jn q i q j i q j q k y 1 s 0, 5.14. Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .if ij 1 y i k q j 1 y i y k i q j i q j q k / 0. Since 5.14 is a poly-
Ž .nomial equation, 5.14 holds for all i, j, k g Z. Then we must have b s n,
Ž .i.e., b s n. Thus E1 is true.nq1
Ž . Ž .Claim 2. We have a s n y 1 i for all i, j g Z with j / f n andi, j
Ž .i / 0, and a s 2 j for all j g Z with j / f n .0, j
Ž . w xWe apply ad w to w , w s a w to obtain0, yi 1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
j y i n y 1 a y a s 0, for i / 0 and j / f n / j y i .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . i , jyi i , j
5.15Ž .
Ž . w xApplying ad w to w , w s a w yields0, k 1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
ia q j y k 1 y n a s i q j q kn a ,Ž . Ž .Ž .iqk , j i , jqk i , j
for i i q k / 0 and j / f n . 5.16Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . w xThen applying ad w to w , w s a w leads to0, k 1, 0 n, j 0, j nq1, j
y2ka q j y k 1 y n a s j q kn a , for j / f n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k , j 0, jqk 0, j
5.17Ž .
Ž . Ž .Using 5.11 and setting k s 1 y i y j in 5.16 gives
a s a n y 1 i , for i / 0 and j / f n . 5.18Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j
Ž .If we set j s 1 in 5.17 , using a s 2 we get0, 1
2a k 2 n y 1 q 2 nk q 1Ž . Ž .
a s . 5.19Ž .0, kq1 1 q n y 1 kŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .If we plug 5.18 and 5.19 into 5.17 , we obtain a s 1. Then Claim 2
Ž . Ž .follows easily from 5.18 and 5.19 .
Ž .The dual of Statement E n is
XŽ .STATEMENT E n . For yn F i, k F 1 with yn F i q k F 1, and for
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..j, l g Z with i, j / i, f i , k, l / k, f k ,
Ž X. Ž .E1 we can choose b such that b s y 1 q ia ,i i
X 1 y i jŽ . w x Ž . ŽE2 w , w s w if i q k, j q l / i q k,i, j k , l iqk , jq l1 y k l
Ž ..f i q k ,
Ž X . w x Ž . Ž .E3 w , w s 0 if i q k, j q l s 1, 0 ,i, j k , l
Ž X . w xE4 w , w s 2 jw .1, 0 i, j iq1, j
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XŽ .Proof. From Statement E we know that Statement E 1 is true. Since
the proof here is similar to that of Statement E in Section 4, we shall use
part of that.
Let A be the Lie algebra A with a different Z = Z-gradation whose
homogeneous spaces are A s A . It is quite clear that A also satisfiesi, j yi, j
X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .conditions I , II , and III , that A s A , and that f i s f yi . Ani yi
element of A with a bar added will denote the corresponding element of
A. For example, w s w , a s ya s 1, and b s b .i, j yi, j i yi
In the proof of Statement E in Section 4, we replace w's with w's, and so
Ž . Ž .on. Then we have 4.7 with a s 1. 4.7 with a s 1, i s 0, j s k s 1 gives
b q 2 q n b y 3 y n s 0.Ž . Ž .
Thus b s y2 y n or b s 3 q n. The first case is what we want to show.
Suppose b / y2 y n, so that
Xb s 3 q n. 4.8Ž .
Ž .By setting i s 0, k s 1 in 4.7 with a s 1, we deduce that
22 j b q 2 q n yb q b j q b jnŽ . Ž
yb n q 2 j b y b y jn y j y 2 j s 0, ; j g Z..
X2 Ž . Ž .The coefficient of j is b n q 2 s 0, i.e., b s 0. This contradicts 4.8 ,
Ž X.showing that E1 is true.
Ž .Keeping in mind that f i s y‘ for all i G 0, we can use the argument
Ž X .in the proof Statement E in Section 4 to establish E2 here for n q 1.
Ž X. Ž X. Ž X.Then Statements E3 and E4 follow immediately from E2 and
X XŽ . Ž .Statement E n . So Statement E n q 1 holds.
We are now ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .STATEMENT C n . For i, k G yn with i q k G yn, and for j, l g Z with
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..i, j / i, f i , k, l / k, f k , we ha¤e
1 y i jŽ . w x Ž . Ž Ž ..C1 w , w s w if i q k, j y l / i q k, f i q k ,i, j k , l iqk , jql1 y k l
Ž . w x w xC2 w , w s 2 jw , w , w s 0.1, 0 i, j 1qi, j i, j 1yi, yj
Ž . Ž .Proof. C 1 follows from Statement E. We assume that C n holds
Ž .for some n G 1, and we will establish C n q 1 . In view of Statement
XŽ .E n q 1 , it suffices to verify that, for any i ) 1,
1 y i jw xw , w s w , j, l g Z, 5.20Ž .i , j yny1, l iyny1, jqln q 2 l
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Ž .with j / f i , and
w x w xw , w s 2 jw , w , w s 0. 5.21Ž .1, 0 yny1, j yn , j yny1, j 2qn , yj
Ž .Equation 5.21 easily follows from the Jacobian identity and known
Ž . Ž .products. We shall show 5.20 by induction on i G 1. Since 5.20 is true
for i s 1, we suppose i ) 1. It is clear there exists k g Z such that0
0 j y k0
/ 0.
i k0
The computation in Case 1 in the proof of Statement C in the previous
Ž .section is valid with a s y1. Thus 5.20 holds, and we have proved
Statement C.
Ž . Ž .We have proved that b s i y 1, and that 5.1 and 5.2 are true. Ifi
Ž .A s 0, it is clear that A is isomorphic to the extension L 1 q FD. If2, 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4A / 0, there exist i , j g Z with i , j , 2 y i , yj f 1, 0 , 2, 02, 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
w x w xsuch that w , w s w . Then w , w s 0 and, for all i, j g Zi , j 2yi , yj 2, 0 1, 0 2, 01 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4with i q i, j q j , i q 2 y i , j y j f 1, 0 , 2, 0 , we have1 1 1 1
w xw , bw s w , w , w s 0.i , j 2, 0 i , j i , j 2yi , yj1 1 1 1
Then w is in the center of A. Thus A is isomorphic to the extension2, 0
Ž .L 1 q FD q Fc defined in Section 1. So Theorem 1.1 is proved when
Ž .A , A y1 , b s 0, b s y2 and a s y1.1 1 y1
Ž .We still have one case left, which is the case in Proposition 3.2 c2
X Ž .where A , A y1 , b s y2, b s 0, and a s 1. This is symmetric to1 1 y1
the case which we have just finished considering. Or we can apply the
results just established to the algebra A defined above using the same Lie
algebra A to get Theorem 1.1 in this case. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.1 in all cases.
We would like to conclude this paper with two remarks:
Ž . Ž X.1. If we replace condition III with III dim A s dim A"1, 0 0, "1
Ž .s 1, and A is generated by w , w , then only the case A , L 0 has"1, 0 0, "1
to be deleted from the conclusion of Theorem 1.1.
Ž .2. If in condition II we do not assume faithfulness, then we have
more degenerate algebras. For example, A s AX [ A [ A with0 1, 0 y1, 0
A [ A being the center of A.1, 0 y1, 0
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